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On the Optimality of Forward Markets
By

ROBERT

M.

Kenneth Arrow's seminal article on the
role of securities in the optimal allocation
of risk bearing provided a convenient
framework in which problems involving
choice under uncertainty could be analyzed.
By extending the commodity space to include random states of nature, classic results on the existence and optimality of a
competitive equilibrium were made applicable to uncertain situations. Yet many
authors have commented on the existence
of the small number of markets in which
claims contingent on the realization of a
state are actively traded. In particular the
existence of futures or forward markets in
which unconditional rather than contingent
claims are traded is regarded by some as a
phenomenon in need of an explanation, and
by others as prima facie evidence of some
inefficiency.
The purpose of this paper is to show that
in some cases any equilibrium allocation resulting from the operation of competitive
prestate noncontingent forward markets
and competitive poststate spot markets is
Pareto optimal, and that any Pareto optimal allocation can be supported as a competitive equilibrium of these markets with
appropriate redistribution of endowments.
These propositions turn on the fact that if
equilibrium spot prices satisfy certain conditions then a restriction to the trading of
forward contracts will not be constraining
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in an equilibrium; that is, agents can
achieve precisely the same allocation with
forward and spot markets as they could
with markets in which claims could be
traded for any commodity contingent on
any state.
In his article Arrow stressed that in actual
markets risk bearing is not allocated by the
sale of claims against specific commodities
but rather by the sale of securities payable
in money, and he argued that any optimal
allocation could be achieved with an elementary set of such securities. These
Arrow-Debreu securities, as they have become known, suffice because their returns
span the space of all possible returns. That
is, any security whatever can be regarded
as a bundle of these elementary securities,
and, as has been noted by many authors, if
an arbitrary set of securities spans the space
of all possible returns, then such a set of
securities is essentially equivalent to the set
of Arrow-Debreu securities. In particular
Steinar Ekern and Robert Wilson, and Roy
Radner have argued that equities or shares
may have the spanning property, and
Steven Ross has made a similar argument
for options. This paper shows that a forward contract may be viewed as a security
whose return is the amount of the numeraire good (i.e., the price) for which it
can be exchanged in the spot market of each
state. Thus if the rank of the matrix of spot
prices is equal to the number of states,' forward contracts also have the spanning
property, and the results of this paper may
be viewed as an extension of Arrow's re-
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sults.2
'This is not possible if there are more states than
commodities.
2The extension however is not quite as immediate
as it may first appear to be. Both Arrow's model and
his result have been given a variety of interpretations.
Arrow modeled a distribution economy in which
money as an actual commodity plays a role. In contrast in the exchange economy of this paper there is
no money per se. Thus Arrow's proof may not be ap54
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This paper proceeds as follows. Section I
presents the assumptions and technology of
a pure exchange economy and describes the
operation of two exchange regimes complete prestate markets for contingent claims
with no poststate spot markets and noncontingent forward markets with poststate
spot markets. Section II formalizes the two
welfare propositions given above and outlines their proofs. These results are then
interpreted by way of some examples which
clarify the nature of the spanning property.
Section III presents an example which emphasizes the general equilibrium hedging
property of forward contracts and provides
further insight into the workings and welfare implication of forward markets when
market structure is incomplete. Section IV
presents some concluding remarks. Formal
proofs are shown in the Appendix.
I. Descriptionof the Model
andExchangeRegimes
The model is a pure exchange economy
with random endowments. There are I consumers, S mutually exclusive states of the
world, and C commodities. Let irs denote
the probability that state s will occur with
o < Irs < 1. In this context endowments
and consumption should be indexed by the
consumer i (i = 1, 2, . . ., I), state s (s = 1,
2,. .., S), and commodity c (c = 1, 2, .. ., C)
to which they pertain. Hence let Zisc and
Cisc denote the endowment and consumption, respectively, of consumer i in state s
of commodity c, and let Zis and Cis denote
the associated C dimensional vectors. Each
consumer i maximizes expected utility:
S

E

r5sUi(Cis)

Each is assumed to be risk averse in that
function Ui( ) is strictly concave.3
plied directly. Though the principal results of this
paper are known by some, there does appear to be
a need for a clarifying exposition. (The analogue of
Arrow's theorem for an exchange economy is presented in Appendix B.)
31t is also assumed that Ui( ) is continuously differentiable with Uc(O) =

There are various possibilities for trade in
the model. In what follows two exchange
structures will be imposed exogenously and
then compared. In the first exchange regime
there are complete prestate markets for contingent claims. Trading in the markets for
such claims takes place before random endowments are known. Also in the first
regime there is no trading in spot markets subsequent to the realization of the
state. In the prestate markets each consumer can issue or purchase contingent
claims, where each claim entitles the holder
to one unit of a specified commodity if a
particular state occurs, and zero otherwise.
Let Xi,, denote the number of such unit
claims on commodity c in state s held by
consumer i after trading in the market for
claims (with associated C dimensional vector Xi). That is, (Xi,c - Zi,c) is the demand for such claims by consumer i in the
market for claims. Let rsc denote the price
of a unit claim on commodity c in state s in
terms of some abstract unit of account.
Then the budget constraint for consumer i
in the markets for claims is of the form
s

(1)

c

ZZ X, rsc(Xiscs=l

Zisc)

=

0

C=I

After endowments are realized and some
state is known to pertain, claims are honored so that Cis = Xis. In summary, in the
first exchange regime consumer i maximizes
s

(2)

Ec=, rsUi(Xis)

with respect to $Xisc subject to (1) with
each Xis > 0. An equilibrium in the first
exchange regime is a set of claim prices Jr* I
and an allocation JX,*CIi = 1, 2, . . , I such
that JX,*cj is maximizing for each consumer
and there is equality of the number of
claims bought and sold for each state s and
each commodity c, that is,
4 XiSc Idenotes the SC dimensional vector with elements Xis, s = 1, 2, . . ., 5; c = 1, 2, . . ., C. This shorthand notation is used below for this and other variables if no ambiguity results.
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prestate markets for contingent
That is,
s=

1,2,..., S; c = 1,2,...

C

In the first exchange regime there was a
restriction that there be no trading in spot
markets subsequent to the realization of a
state. But that restriction cannot be constraining in a competitive equilibrium. For
let Ps, denote the spot price of commodity c
in state s (with C dimensional vector Ps)
where the Cth commodity is chosen as the
numeraire. Now suppose that in state s
some auctioneer calls out the vector P*s
where
(4)

P* = r* /rs*c

If trade is permitted, each consumer i is
then confronted in the spot market of state
s with the following problem: maximize
Ui(Cis) with respect to Cis subject to the
budget constraint
c

E

PS*(CiSC- X*t) = 0

with

Cis >

0

It may be verified that Cis = Xs solves this
problem,5 thus the prices {P* I may be
viewed as the implicit equilibrium spot
prices of the first exchange regime.
However, if each consumer i knew prior
to the realization of the state that he would
have the opportunity to trade in spot markets at predetermined prices IPsc I as well as
in markets for contingent claims at prices
{rsc, each would solve the following recursive problem. First given income Yisin state
s in terms of the numeraire, commodity C,
each consumer i would maximize U'(Ci5)
with respect to Cis subject to the budget
constraint Ps Cis < Yis with Cis > 0. Let
his(Yis Ps) denote the maximizing choice of
Cis. Then define the indirect utility function
Vi(Yis, Ps) = U'[his(Yis, Ps)]. But Yis is de-

termined by the claims $Xisc acquired in the
5For suppose C1i = X** solves this problem with
U'(X,* )> U'(X75) and
I (Xl c - Xc) )Psc = o.
Then from (4) one obtains C= l(Xisc - is
=
This in conjunction with (1) establishes that X*s I was
obtainable in the first regime but not chosen, the desired contradiction.

claims.

c

Yis = C=
E Ps, Xis,
(5)~~~~~~~~~ = l~

(5)

Hence in the market for contingent claims
consumer i would maximize
s

(6)

E
s =1

/c\

Xisc9Ps)

175V (Psc
C= ,

with respect to $Xiscjsubject to the budget
constraint (1) and income constraints
Yis > 0.6It should be clear that a maximizing choice JXVcSfor this recursive problem
at prices Pscj and $rsc cannot be unique.
For if $XVJ were a maximizing choice, so
also would be all bundles IX!'* I such that
C

Z

c=1

C

PSCX* =

Z

PscX*

c=1

for each state s. Roughly speaking, given
the opportunity to trade in spot markets at
spot prices $Pscj, consumer i cares only
about the income he will have in the various
states.
The indeterminacy of the recursive problem just described suggests that some
further restrictions can be placed on trades
without altering the ability of the consumer
to acquire (ultimately) the maximizing consumption bundles. Indeed one such restriction was placed on the consumer in the first
exchange regime that there be no trading
in spot markets.7 This paper examines restrictions associated with forward contracts.
6Here and below, these income constraints rule out
bankruptcy; each consumer is assumed to honor all
contracts into which he has entered, and with these
constraints each has sufficient income to do so. However, it is not required that delivery be made in spot
markets of commodities sold in the markets for claims;
it is supposed that each consumer accepts delivery of
all commodity bundles which when valued at spot
prices yield incomes equivalent to the yield of the claim
in question. It can also be established that under previous assumptions Vi(-, P,) is strictly concave and
continuously differentiable with V' (0, P,) =
Hence
in a maximizing position Yi, > 0 and the income constraints need not be made explicit.
71t can be established rigorously that such a restriction is not constraining.
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For each consumer i and each commodity c
these restrictions are of the form (Xi, Zisc)=
(Xitc - Zitc) for all states s and t.
Thus for example if consumer i purchases a
specified number of claims on commodity c
contingent on state s, then he must also purchase the same number of claims on commodity c contingent on all other states. In
effect only unconditional claims can be purchased or issued in such forward markets.
Thus in the second exchange regime of
this paper each consumer can trade unconditional forward contracts in prestate markets and can also trade in poststate spot
markets. The decision problem which confronts a consumer in such a regime is now
formalized. Let Qic denote the number of
unconditional claims on commodity c purchased forward by consumer i in forward
markets. (Thus if Qi, is negative, commodity c is sold forward.) Let f, denote the
forward price of an unconditional unit
claim on commodity c in terms of some abstract unit of account. Then the budget constraint for consumer i in forward markets is
c

(7)

fcQic=

E

o

C-=

Having acquired forward contracts IQiC1l
consumer i enters spot market s with income
C

Yis =

(8)

c

Psczisc +

E

PscQic

Thus, with trading permitted in spot markets, consumer i maximizes
s

(9)
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ZrsV1i (

is
Is = h,,
X,*

Psc(zisc +QiQ)'Ps

with respect to $QiCi subject to the budget
constraint (7).
An equilibrium of the second exchange
regime is a set of forward prices If c*, a set
of spot prices $P* }, a forward position
$Q"c} i = 1, 2, . . , I and a consumption allocation XVcI i = 1, 2,.
I, such that
and
are
maximizing
for each
$Qfcl
$X-sJ
consumer i in forward markets and spot
markets, respectively. That is JQ.* maximizes(9) subject to (7) under fc*}Ps* with

IC P*
P*C(Zis+ Q,*)'

Forward markets clear for each commodity
C,

ZQ,*=

(10)

0

c=

1,2,...,C

and spot markets clear for each commodity
c in each state s,

[X C - (Zisc+ Q.)]=0

(11)

s=

1,2,.. .,S

c=

1,29 . . C

II. On the Equivalence of
the Two Exchange Regimes

In this section it will be argued that, subject to some restrictions on the matrix of
(implicit) spot prices, any Pareto optimal
allocation can be supported as a competitive equilibrium of the second exchange
regime with suitable redistribution of endowments and that competitive equilibria
of the second regime are Pareto optimal.
More formally we have
PROPOSITION 1: Suppose that a Pareto
optimal allocation JV,*cIi = 1, 2,... ,I can
be supported as a competitive equilibrium of
the first exchange regime with endowments
i

$ZiscI

=

1,2,.

I and claim prices Jr* I

such that the S x C matrix p" = [P*r](where
P*c = rS*/r*) is of rank S. Then $X,jcI i =
1, 2, .. .I can be supported with the same
endowments as a competitive equilibrium of
the second exchange regime with forward
markets in S commodities.
SC

c\

(

SC

SCI

PROPOSITION 2: Suppose there exists a
competitive equilibrium of the second exchange regime with forward markets in S
commodities with spot prices $P*I and consumption allocation JX-*cI i = 1, 2, ... , I such
that the corresponding S x S matrix P =
[P* ] is of rank S. Then the consumption allocation JX-ScI i = 1, 2.). I is Pareto optimal.
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The formal proofs of these propositions
are contained in Appendix A, but are now
outlined with some motivating remarks. As
for the first proposition it is clear from the
classical theorems of welfare economics that
any Pareto optimal allocation can be supported as a competitive equilibrium of the
first exchange regime with suitable redistribution of endowments in the various states.
Having specified this same distribution of
endowments, the second exchange regime is
imposed. Then it is argued that each consumer is endowed implicitly with forward
contracts; each consumer can issue forward
contracts up to his ability to honor such
claims with his income in the various states.
Also, each consumer must have sufficient
income in the various states to purchase the
optimal allocation assigned to him. This determines the forward contracts he must acquire in the forward markets. It is then
shown that at appropriately selected spot
and forward prices the resulting excess demands are consistent with the budget constraint of each consumer and that the acquired forward contracts are indeed maximizing. Finally it is shown that all markets
clear.
Proposition 1 also has an important
corollary:
If there exists a competitive equilibrium of
thefirst exchange regime such that the matrix P" is of rank S, then there exists a competitive equilibrium of the second exchange
regime with a consumption allocation which
is Pareto optimal. This follows from the fact
that the equilibrium allocation of the first
regime is Pareto optimal and by hypothesis
can be supported in a competitive equilibrium without any redistribution of endowments.
The idea underlying the proof of the second proposition is that an equilibrium consumption allocation of the second regime
can be supported as an equilibrium allocation of the first regime and hence is Pareto
optimal.
It remains to examine the hypothesis that
the matrix of spot prices have rank equal
to the number of states. Essentially this

MARCH 1978

hypothesis ensures that the returns of forward contracts span the space of all possible
returns. In order to clarify the role of this
spanning property two examples are now
described, one with the spanning property
and one without.
For the first example there are three commodities and three states and the 3 x 3 matrix of spot prices is assumed to be of rank
three. Suppose that a nonnegative vector of
incomes I Yi,;s = 1, 2, 3} is to be attained by
a forward position $Qi,;c = 1,2,3}. Then
equations (7) and (8) are of the form
3

(12)

E fcQic=

o

3

(13)

Yis =

3

P]Zisc +

L

L

PSCQic

s = 1,2,3
= 1, solving for
substituting into (13) yields

Settingf3

Qi3

in (12), and

2

(14)

Yis= Yis+ > (PSC -fC)Qic
c-I

1,2,3

s=
3

(15)

Yis = 2

PscZisc

s

=

1,2,3

Equation (14) is a parametric representation
of a plane in three space through the endowed state distribution income point IYJis.
With suitable specification of the spot and
forward prices, each consumer i can exchange income in any one state for income
in any other without altering income in the
third as illustrated in Figure 1. Thus in effect in the second regime each consumer i
maximizes
3

A, irsVi( YisIPS)

s=I

with respect to {Y,js as determined by the
choice of $QiCi subject to constraints (14).
Moreover as each consumer i is confronted
with a budgetplane with the same gradient
(determined by the prices Iffc and fPsc})
each will have the same rate of substitution
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A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

'
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Xt~~~~~~~~Yiyl
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Yi2

F

YiF

FIGURE I

of income (the numeraire good) across
states in an equilibrium, and the equilibrium allocation will be optimal.
For the second example there are three
states but only two goods so that the matrix
of spot prices cannot be of rank three. Then
setting]2 = 1, the analogue of (13) is of the
form
(16)

R
FIGURE 2

Ys = Yis + Qil(Ps, - fl)

s = 1,2,3
Equation (16) is a parametric representation
of a line in three space. If for example
Pl1 <fl = P21 < P31 it is impossible to alter
income in the second state. This is illustrated in Figure 2. If for example Pi, < f, <
P21 < P31, it is impossible to alter income in
one state without altering income in the other
two. Though in an equilibrium of the second regime each consumer is confronted
with a budget line of the same slope (determined by the prices $fji and fPs,j), in general each will not have the same rate of substitution of income across states. This
example thus illustrates the potential for inefficiency when states outnumber commodities.
An attempt is now made to relate Proposition I to the results of Arrow. His principal conclusion is that an optimal allocation
risk bearing can be achieved in a distribution economy (with money) by competitive

markets in elementary securities. He emphasizes that a security is a claim payable in
money in contrast to claims against specific
commodities. But of course in the context
of an exchange economy money can be no
more than a numeraire. Thus, for example,
if the Cth good is selected as the numeraire
of each spot market, an elementary security
yielding one monetary unit in state s and
zero otherwise can be nothing other than a
claim on commodity C in state s. It is
shown in Appendix B of this paper that in
an exchange economy any optimal allocation can be achieved with a set of S securities with linearly independent returns,
where these returns are in terms of the
amount of the numeraire good which a
bearer can purchase in the spot market of
each state. This then is the generalized
analogue of Arrow's theorem for an exchange economy. Arrow-Debreu securities
(claims on the numeraire good only) can be
viewed as a particularly simple set of such
securities. And subject to a rank condition
on a matrix of spot prices P, forward contracts also constitute a spanning set. A forward purchase on commodity c for example
has state dependent return represented by
the cth column of the matrix P. The condition that P be of rank S is equivalent to the
condition that the column vectors of returns
of the S forward "securities" be linearly
independent.
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111. Forward Trading as
General EquilibriumHedging

each consumer i maximizes
(17)

This section is intended to give some
further insight into the workings of forward
markets in a general equilibrium setting. A
simple example is presented which illusstrates that with active spot markets, forward contracts serve as a hedge against
exogenously random endowments and endogenously random spot prices. This general equilibrium hedging model of forward
markets may be contrasted with the classic
partial equilibrium approach of John M.
Keynes and John Hicks which emphasizes a
distinction between hedgers and speculators. In particular in the model of this paper
maximizinig behavior on the part of riskaverse agents does not necessarily involve
the elimination of risk by purchasing the
consumnptionbundle forward. The example
also allows some inferences concerning the
existence and optimality of a competitive
equilibriunmof the second exchange regime
when market structure is incomplete.
For the example there are two representative consumers, S states of the world
(S > 2), and two commodities. The first
consumer is endowed with the first commodity only, and the second consumer is
endowed with the second commodity only.
That is, Zi,

= 0 if i , c. Without

loss of

generality it is supposed that Z111is strictly
increasing in s. It is also assumed that Z2,2
is equal to some constant Z2 for all states.
Preferences are identical for both consumers. Each has a utility functioni of the
form (U( , ) = g[W(

, )] where

W( , )

displays constant elasticity of substitution
and g( ) is a monotone increasing function.
Hence W( , ) is of the form
W(Cifl,

W(Cifl,

where

Cis2) = [(a) C -P + (I

Ci,2)

=

QS',

is2

-
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a) C-P]

1/P

if a

I

E

s=l

rsv
<:=1

Zi.scvPc + Qi(Ps1 -

f)

PI)

with respect to Qil, yielding necessary and
sufficient first-order conditions

s
(18)

E

2
rsW(PV- f)VVI

zisc Psc

+ ii(J)

[P5sf,],Ps}=

0

where Vt'(f1)denotes the maximizing choice
of Qil as a function of fl. It can be shown
that Ai(f1) < 0.8

It also can be shown that for this example
equilibrium spot prices are independent of
the existence and direction of forward trading as
(19)

(

P

X,

a)

Consequently Ps, is strictly decreasing in s.
It also follows that
(20)

P51sZjsj

=

(a
1-

A

Zz /aZ(0-s 1)/

aCY/

Equation (20), which displays the value of
the exogenous endowment of the first consuimeras a function of s and a. will be useful
in what follows.
There remains the task of establishing the
existence and direction of equilibrium forward trading. We have
PROPOSITION 3: Under the assumptions
of the example there exists a competitive

if a =

, the elasticity of substitution,
equals 1/(1 + p) and 0 < a < 1. It is
further assumed that g(W) = W4 where
0 < , < 1, org(W) = In W.
Let the second commodity be chosen as
the numeraire in the forward markets. Then

8The objective function is strictly concave and continuously differentiable in Qil. Moreover the income
constraints Yi_> 0 restrict the choice of Qi to a compact set. Hence there exists a unique maximizing
choice of Qil. Also with V'I(O,P,) = x, this choice
must be an interior solution and the implicit function
theorem applies. With decreasing absolute risk aversion, the derivative of {bi( ) can be signed.
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4i1(f )
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\*

f

T2(f)
FIGURE 3

equilibriumof the second regime. Moreover
(i) ifkr > 1,then Q1I > 0
(ii) if 0 < a < 1, then Q, < 0
(iii) ifa = 1,thenQ,, = 0
The idea underlying the proof of the proposition is illustrated in Figure 3. The object is
to find forward prices f " and f' at which
the first and second consumer, respectively,
would not wish to trade, and to show these
prices differ in an appropriate way. The
equilibrium price f* can then be found
and the properties of the proposition verified. A formal proof of the proposition is
contained in Appendix C.
The results of the proposition are not as
counterintuitive as they may first seem.
Consider the case a > 1. From (20), P1 ZI,I
is strictly increasing in s. Hence the first
consumer is relatively more anxious to engage in a venture which is strictly decreasing
in s than is the second consumer. Forward
purchases of the first commodity with per
unit return (PI1 - fl) represents such a venture. Thus each consumer purchases forward the single commodity with which
he is endowed. Maximizing behavior in this
general equilibrium hedging model need not
entail purchasing the consumption bundle
forward.
What can be said of the optimality of a
competitive equilibrium allocation of the

61

second exchange regime when market structure may be incomplete (as in the example
of this section with S > 2)? If tastes are
identical and homothetic (as in the example), it is possible to make some welfare
comparisons. For if tastes are identical and
homothetic, spot market prices are independent of the existence and direction of prestate forward trading. If there are forward
markets and if a consumer chooses not to
participate in such markets, then his consumption possibility set is precisely what it
would have been had there been no forward
markets at all. Hence the possibility of forward trading can only make him better off.
This yields:
PROPOSITION 4: If tastes are identical
and homothetic, then a competitive equilibrium allocation of the second exchange regime is Pareto noninferior and possibly
Pareto superior to the competitive equilibrium allocation with all markets for claims
prohibited.
IV. ConcludingRemarks
Jacques Dreze has stressed the need for
research into the functions and shortcomings of existing institutions and for the application of standard welfare economics
based on Pareto optimality to limited exchange opportunities for risk bearing. The
objective of this paper was to examine the
workings and welfare implications of forward markets and to place those markets in
the context of complete markets for contingent claims. It was found that with at
least as many commodities as states, prestate forward markets with poststate spot
markets may support Pareto optimal allocations. Thus the existence of forward markets in some commodities rather than markets for contingent claims should not be
taken as prima facie evidence of some inefficiency.'
9The ultimate intent of a paper of this sort is to explain why futures contracts with subsequent spot markets is a prominent institutional configuration. If
agents were indifferent between complete markets for
contingent claims and futures contracts with subse-
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A
PROOF of Proposition 1:
As P" is of rank S, C-S columns may be
deleted from P" while leaving a square matrix P of rank S. Then without loss of generality commodities with prices in P are
numbered one through S. Let Y1. =
with associated S x I vector
Zc=-P*Zi,,
Yi. Then each consumer i is endowed implicitly with forward contracts IEic; c =
S x I vector E,

such that
S

(A 1)

x

P* Eic = Vis

S =

1,2,. ..,S

or in matrix notation PEi = Yi. Let Yis =
PcI
P*CXi*c with associated S x I vector
Y**Then if the optimal allocation IX!,Ji =
1, 2, .., I is to be achieved consumer i must
enter spot markets holding forward contracts {Fic; c = 1,2,.. .,SI with associated
S x 1 vector Fi such that
S

(A2)
Pc=IP

S Fi
PCfi

=

Q* =

(A2) DPQi* = D(Y"* - Y1) where
Fi - Ei, with typical row s,

APPENDIX

1, 2, . . , SI with associated

MARCH 1978

s

=

1,2.S

or in matrix notation PFi = YP
Choose spot prices Psc = P* and choose
forward prices fC = f *, c = 1, 2,... S, where
f* = Es= r* Define a S x S diagonal matrix D with diagonal elements r* and zeros
elsewhere.
First it is shown that individual budget
constraints are satisfied. From (Al) and
quent spot markets, and if there were a cost associated
with the former contracts which is not associated with
the latter, then one structure would emerge endogenously. A cost which might be associated with
contingent but not with futures contracts could be
the cost of state verification. It is in this sense that
the requirement that P" be of rank S is somewhat
disappointing. If P" is of rank S, then no two rows
of P" can be identical. Agents will be fully informed
by the spot market prices of which state has occurred.
State verification is costless and is no obstacle to the
making of contingent contracts. Futures contracts with
subsequent spot markets may allow agents to do just
as well, but there is nothing in the model to lead them
to choose one structure over the other.

s

(A3)

c

Zr*Q
SCI

cs*c(IsC

c=l

Zisc)

-

c=l

Summing over the rows (A3) yields
s

(A4)

s

c.

E f *Ql*
= E E rs*(XVC-

zisc)

By hypothesis the right side of (A4) equals
zero, and hence so does the left side.
Now suppose that Q*were not a maximizing forward position for some consumer
igiven prices Iff* , IPs* . That is, suppose
there existed some choice QW**
of forward
contracts and associated consumption XlJ*
I
in spot markets such that
s

(A5)

s

E

s=1

rui(Xi*s*) >

E: 7r Ui(X--*s)

s=I

Since these choices are feasible, the budget
constraint in forward markets is satisfied,
i.e., Es= f c*
Q-'* = 0, and there is sufficient
income to purchase fXi**I in spot markets,
* -

i.e., PQ*
Q

Yi where

Y}** is the

S x 1 vector associated with Yl*s =
ZcPSClX'X:*s. With virtually the same manipulations that yielded (A4), one obtains
s

(A6)

s

c

= E E
E f* Q-**

r*(X*

-

But
s

= 0
Zf*Q**
c I

(A7)
and therefore
s

(A8)

ZZ

c

- Zisc)
rS*X*SCC*

=

0

so that $X*s*I was feasible under the budget
constraint of the first regime. This is the desired contradiction.
It remains to show that forward markets
clear. From (Al) and (A2)
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l

l

Q*~= p-l

(A9)

(Y*~- Yi)

But
(A 10)

~~
~~C

1

Z(Y*s-

Yis)=

i=l

I

Z (X*c-Zisc)
Isc i=l
~~~~c=I

From (3) the right side equals zero. Substitution into (A9) yields the desired result.
Finally, each spot market s is in equilibrium at the prices $Ps*. For at these prices
consumers achieve the same distribution of
incomes across states as in the equilibrium
of the first regime. That is, each consumer is
on the same budget hyperplane in each
state. As spot markets were implicitly in
equilibrium at these same prices (see Section I) they will continue to be so (see (A 15)
below).
PROOF of Proposition 2:
The idea underlying the proof is that the
consumption allocation of the second regime can be obtained as an equilibrium allocation of the first regime. Without loss of
generality assume the first S commodities
are traded forward in the second regime.
Let ff*j and fQ"j c = 1, 2, ... ., S; i =
1,2,.. . , I denote the equilibrium forward
prices and forward positions, respectively,
of the second regime. Then let the claim
prices frs*clbe chosen such that
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as in the proof of Proposition 1, that (A4)
holds. But by hypothesis the left side of
(A4) equals zero. Hence fX!IJ satisfies the
budget constraint (1) under Jr*1.
Now suppose fX!IJ were not maximizing
under the first regime. Suppose there exist
some fX!'* I such that (A8) and (A5) hold.
But then define QW*I such that there is sufficient income to purchase XJ'* 1. That is,
(A6) applies. From (A8), the right side of
(A6) equals zero. Hence Es= Ifc*Q!c* = 0.
This contradicts IQcIas maximizing.
Finally note that the markets for claims
are in equilibrium. For let IXiscIdenote the
forward position of consumer i in the second regime after trading in forward markets
but before trading in spot markets. Then
(A 14)

X*s = (Zisc + Qi) + (XMC- Xksc)
c = 1,2,.
C

s = 1,2,...,S;

Summing (A 14) over i yields
(A15)

- Zisc) =

(X*

E

+ Z(X*~
ZQ*
IQC+(
l*sc-

Xisc)

17=11

s=

1,2,...,S;

c=

1,2,...,C

As forward and spot markets clear in the
second regime, the right side of (A15)
equals zero.
B

s

(All)

f* = E

r*

c =

s=1

(A 12)

rS* = Ps*==rS*

cs = 1, 2, . ..,S;

c = 1, 2,...C
(Note that by substituting (A 12) into (All )
one obtains the system
(A13) f*

=j

s

P*rs*c

c = 1,2,...,S

In what follows a security is defined to be
a linear combination of unit claims on the
SC contingent commodities. That is, a
security of type r entitles the holder to S3C
units of commodity c in state s, c =
1,2,. ..,C, s = 1,2,. ..,S. Let RST denote
the return (in terms of commodity C) of
security T- in state s so that given spot prices
fPScI, RS

=

= I PSC#T

s=1

With P of full rank, there exist a unique
solution for Ir,* s = 1, 2, ..., S I in (A 13) so
(All ) and (A 12) are well defined.)
As fXVcI is the final allocation, it must be,

PROPOSITION B-i: Suppose that a Pareto
optimal allocation X*'ScIi = 1,2,.. ., I can
be supported as a competitive equilibrium
with complete markets for contingent claims
and with no trade in spot markets with en-
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downments$Zis,j i = 1,2, .. ., I, and claim
prices Jr*j. Suppose also that there exist S
securities wheresecurity of type T has return
R* in state s as determined by the spot prices
P* = r*c/r*csuch that the S x S matrix of
security returns R = [R*T]is of rank S. Then
$X,jcI i = 1,2,.. .,I can be supported with
the same endowments as a competitive equilibrium with prestate markets for the S securities and poststate spot markets.

From (A16), Pi = R-' Y, using the fact
that R is of full rank. That is,

(A20)

Z

E=

where the

are expressions involving

aTSI

the terms of R. These may be regarded as
constants. Similarly one obtains
S

(A2 1)
PROOF:
c , P* Zisc with
Let Psc = P* Let YIis
associated S x I vector Y,. Then each consumer i is endowed implicitly with EiT units
of security of type r with associated S x I
vector Fi defined by
REi = Yi
(A 16)
Let Y,* E3C=XP*X* with associated S x I
vector Y*. Then if the allocation fX,jcI is to
be attained, consumer i must enter spot
markets with securities FiT with associated
S x I vector Pi defined by
-

RFi = Y*

(A 17)

Subtracting (A 17) from (A 16), premultiplying by the S x S diagonal matrix D with
elements r*cand summing over rows yields
(A 18)
s

s-I

c-I

S=
lr*R *T is taken as the price
where f
of security r. By hypothesis the right side
of (A 18) equals zero so the Q"= Fi - EF
security trades are consistent with the
budget constraint of consumer i in the prestate security markets.
Moreover $Q* is maximizing for consumer i. The argument is virtually identical
to the one given in Proposition 1 with Ei,
F1, Q:*,f*, and P replaced by Ei, F,, Q",
fT, and R, respectively.
Also, security markets clear. The excess
demand for security r is

(A 19)

Z (Fir

i= 1

-

FiT)

,i

aYTS

Z

=

aTY'

Then substituting (A20) and (A21) into
(A 19) and recalling the definitions of Y,*
and Yisone obtains
I

c

s

(A22)

aTS

E

PS

C=1

s=l

E

(Xsc

-

zisc)

i=l

which equals zero by the market-clearing
conditions of the first regime.
Finally it may be argued as in Proposition I that spot markets clear.
PROPOSITION B-2: Suppose that there
exists a competitive equilibrium with prestate
markets in S securities and with poststate
spot markets with spot prices IP* I and a con1,2, .. ., I such
sumptionallocation IX,*sj i
that the matrix of security returns R = [R*]
is of rank S. Then the consumption allocation
[Xc I i = 1, 2,..., I is Pareto optimal.
-

PROOF:
denote
Let IfT* and $Q,*}i = 1,2,...,I
the equilibrium security prices and security
trades, respectively. Then choose claim
prices Jr*I to satisfy

(A23)

-

>, r *Rs

r

= l, 2, ...,S

s=1

(A24)

r* = P* rs*c

(As R is of full rank, these equations are
well defined.) Then as in Proposition 2, it
can be shown that XVj is a maximizing
choice of each consumer i in claims markets
of the first regime. Finally let $Xiscl denote
the implicit forward position of consumer i
after trading in security markets. Then
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(A30)

(A25)

s

s

s=

Zisc +
1,2,..

s=

+ (X SC

SC

T=I

XESC)

c = 1,2,..

.,S;

E

f"),.(PI IZ II1)'- p(P()P = 0

-(

. C

s

(A3 1)

[rs(psl - f ")]/[Ps5Z1s5] = 0

E

Summing over i in (A25) yields

(A26)

(X*s -

x

s

Z

T=

s
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=

Zisc)=

s

fltC

Z QZT
+ Z (XSC

i=

l

1,2,

for forms (A27) and (A28) of V(-, -), respectively. Let f' be defined by the equation G2(0,f') = 0 so that

...

I

I

s

T

ic

-

i=

l

.,S;

3 7rs(Ps5I- f'),u(Z2) K

(A32)

l

c = 1,2,

(A33) x:

Two special cases of the propositions
should be noted. First if there exist S commodities such that the corresponding S x S
matrix P of spot prices is of full rank, setting R = P, Propositions 1 and 2 follow.
Also with S elementary Arrow-Debreu
securities (where a security of type s yields
one unit of commodity C in state s and zero
otherwise) R = I, the identity matrix, and
the propositions apply.
C

-

0

s

... . C

As security markets and spot markets clear,
the right side of (A26) equals zero.

(P5)

S=

5=1

[7rs(Psl -

')/Z2]=

0

for forms (A27) and (A28) of V(-, -), respectively. Now consider the following
cases:

CASE (i): a > 1
With a > 1 it follows from (20) that
Ps5ZIs, is strictly increasing in s. Therefore,
both forms (A27) and (A28), f" > f'. Let
Then i/(fi) is con2l)=Z,iIi(fi).
tinuous. As d i/(f1)/df, < 0, i = 1, 2,
kfA") < 0 and it(f') > 0; see Figure 3.
Therefore, there exists some f*, f' < f* <
f ", with i/(f *) = 0. Hence f * is the unique
equilibrium forward price with i/l(f*) > 0.

PROOF of Proposition 3:
Under the assumptions of the example
the indirect utility function is of one of the
following two forms:

CASE (ii): 0 < a < 1
With 0 < a < 1, Ps1ZIs, is strictly decreasing in s. Consequently f" <f' and

(A27)

PS)
V(YjS,

Ik(f*)

(A28)

V( Yis, Ps) = In Yis + In (p(Ps)

=

s

G (QjI, fi)

=

E

irs(PS

-

fi)

5=1

VI

<

with

0.

s0(Ps)"(Yis)

where sp(Ps) is an expression in terms of a,
a, and Ps. Define
(A29)

there exist some f*, f" <f* <f',

+ Qil(PS,
PSCZisc

Let f" be defined
G(0, f") = O so that

by

the

equation

CASE (iii): a = 1
With a = 1, PSZ15 is constant in s so
thatf* = f = f" and {i(f*) = 0.
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